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This guidance is designed as a set of
minimum recommendations for enhancing
the student experience of online teaching,
with a focus on Moodle.
For those looking to develop their skills further,
there is the Baseline+.
Additional help and guidance is available from
the Technology Enhanced Learning Team
in the Centre for Learning and Teaching.
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Category

Bath Baseline

Bath Baseline +

Orientation &
Communication

Provide a statement that helps learners
to orientate themselves, outlining how
they are expected to learn and engage
Provide a link to the Unit Description
which contains the Learning Outcomes
and Assessment Information
Provide key dates on Unit, e.g. key
assessment dates
Display staff contact details, office
hours, including tutor support and any
room changes
Outline how staff and students will
communicate with each other
Teaching staff to upload profile picture
Include a Q&A forum (that students can
unsubscribe from)
Make the purpose of every discussion
forum clear

Advise students to upload their profile
picture
Students are sent a welcome message
before the start of the module
Outline the intended Learning Outcomes
for every activity and resource
Introduction Video by Lecturer
Use a learning forum for moderated
discussion
Track student participation
If using groups, provide clear information
about group membership for discussion
activities

Structure &
Navigation

Present activities and resources in a
clearly structured and sequenced way
Ensure that it is clear how activities and
resources relate to face-to-face delivery
Avoid visual clutter and excessive
vertical scrolling
Appropriate use of Moodle roles (e.g.
Teacher, non-editing Teacher and
Director of Studies roles)

Consider using a Faculty or Departmental
template and banner
Guide students through course with
timed/conditional release of content
Use calendar tool to record discussion
and other activities

Accessibility &
Inclusivity

Make appropriate and consistent use of the built-in paragraph styles, fonts and colours
Ensure all images, graphics and videos are given appropriate ‘alternative text’
Ensure to provide alternative formats (e.g. ppt/doc and pdf)
Links are descriptive
Where appropriate, provide lecture notes and materials in advance
Where appropriate, consider using Re:View (and automatic captioning)
Advise users if a link opens in a new window or tab by using descriptive text

Category

Bath Baseline

Bath Baseline +

Resources &
Content

Label resources meaningfully
Well-structured learning resources
Consider file formats and mobile
accessibility
Provide a structured reading list and,
where appropriate, include direct links
to online resources and key readings
Check resources regularly to fix broken
links

Complete tracking enabled so students
can track own progress
Embed videos and other multimedia
Include dynamic content from the wider
web
Create a learning object
Provide a shared space where students
are encouraged to share and comment
on resources

Student Active
Participation

Students encouraged to engage with
online environment
Where appropriate, provide
opportunities for active participation in
the classroom

Use groups and grouping to structure
content
Collaborative activities are provided
Provide opportunities, with guidance and
feedback, for students to reflect on
learning
Use activity & course completion tools
Use social media platforms
Include synchronous online events

Assessment

Provide assessment outline and criteria,
and demonstrate how the assessment
links to the learning outcomes
Where appropriate, use due dates for
activities and assessment
Where appropriate, link to academic
integrity training
Where appropriate, advise students
that work will be submitted via
originality detection software
Review opportunities for e-assessment
and e-feedback
Where appropriate, ensure assessment
is submitted and marked anonymously
Consider providing opportunities for
formative assessment and feedforward

Consider enabling students to view
originality reports
Provide opportunities, with guidance and
feedback, for Peer and Self-Assessment
Provide model answers
Use Moodle to provide feedback for inclass assessment
Provide opportunities for students to
reflect on feedback and feedforward
Use technology to help improve
consistency, and legibility, of feedback

Legal and Quality Responsibilities:
In all cases please model good copyright practices, and ensure that students
have a safe online environment in which to work and share ideas.
Adhere to the UK Equality Act and the University’s Inclusive legislation.
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Licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.

